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April 22, 2024 
 

CAICA DIGITAL Inc. 
President and CEO: Nobu Suzuki 

(Code Number: 2315, 
Tokyo Stock Exchange Standard) 
Inquiry Contact:          

Tel: 03-5657-3000 (Main) 

 

Details of the Lending Service  

for CAICA COIN (CICC) 

～ Earn 200% Annual Interest on a One-Month Term～ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our group is currently committed to enhancing the services of CAICA COIN 

(CICC), expanding its holder base, and promoting its circulation. We are striving to 

increase the value of CAICA COIN (CICC) through various initiatives. 

 

We are pleased to announce the finalized details of the CAICA COIN (CICC) 

lending service, which we initially introduced in our April 8, 2024, announcement 

titled "Increase Your CAICA COIN Holdings through Lending!” The details continue 

as follows. 

 

We plan to begin the first round of recruitment in early May. Detailed application 

guidelines and the registration form will be made available subsequently on the 
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website of Caica Financial Holdings Co., Ltd., the subsidiary managing the lending 

service. 

 

＜Summary of the Recruitment Guidelines＞ 

・Target Cryptocurrency: CAICA COIN (CICC) 

・Transaction Type: Cryptocurrency Lending 

・Interest Rate: 200% （Annual Rate） 

*Note: The interest rate is calculated in CAICA COIN (CICC) and payments will 

be made in CAICA COIN (CICC). 

・Lending Period: From the first to the last day of each month. 

 

First Session: June 1, 2024 to June 30, 2024 

Second Session: July 1, 2024 to July 31, 2024 

Third Session: August 1, 2024 to August 31, 2024 

Fourth Session: September 1, 2024 to September 30, 2024 

Fifth Session: October 1, 2024 to October 31, 2024 

  

・Eligibility for Application: Customers who meet the following criteria 

Hold an account with the cryptocurrency exchange Zaif（https://zaif.jp）, have 

completed KYC verification, and possess at least ¥100,000 worth of CAICA COIN 

(CICC) in their Zaif account at the time of application. 

 

・Number of Participants: 10 individuals will be selected by lottery from the 

applicants. 

 

・Lending Amount: ¥100,000 worth of CAICA COIN (CICC) 

Due to market fluctuations, the required number of coins will vary for each 

session. 

Specific details will be provided in the recruitment guidelines that will be 

announced separately. 

 

 

*Note:  

At the end of the lending period, we will return the same amount of CAICA COIN 

(CICC) that was lent out, as stated under "Lending Amount." The total amount 

returned will include both the original quantity of CAICA COIN (CICC) lent out 

and the interest accrued over the lending period calculated at the specified 

interest rate. 

For example, if the lending amount is 20,000 CICC and the monthly interest is 

calculated at an annual rate of 200%, this translates to approximately 3,340 CICC 

in interest.  

https://zaif.jp/
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Therefore, after using our lending service for one month, the total amount to be 

returned will be approximately 23,340 CICC. Please ensure you understand these 

terms to avoid any confusion. 

 

・Operating Company 

Caica Financial Holdings Co., Ltd. 

https://www.caica.jp/cfhd/ 

 

・Service Website 

https://www.caica.jp/cfhd/cicclending 

 

＜What is CAICA COIN (CICC)＞ 

CAICA COIN (hereafter referred to as "CICC") is a cryptocurrency issued by 

CAICA DIGITAL Inc. (hereafter "CAICA DIGITAL"). It is listed on the domestic 

cryptocurrency exchange Zaif and the international exchange FinexBox. 

CAICA DIGITAL promotes the concept of "Supporting Japan's GameFi on Multi-

Chain" through CICC, aiming to form a GameFi ecosystem and foster a reliable 

environment for businesses to engage in the GameFi sector. 

In September 2023, CICC achieved compatibility with the Polygon network, 

allowing users to utilize CICC on the Polygon chain, marking its evolution into a 

multi-chain compatible coin.  

CICC supports various chains used in GameFi, and is advancing its utilization 

through collaboration with diverse GameFi projects on each chain and the curated 

NFT Launchpad "Zaif INO," operated by its subsidiary, Caica Financial Holdings Co., 

Ltd.  

END 
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